BEGINNING
Discussions of Withdrawal of Life-Sustaining Treatment

OneLegacy (OPO)
Determines donor suitability
(Partnering consult with Hospital)

FAMILY/PT DECISION TO WITHDRAW LIFE SUSTAINING TREATMENT IS MADE

Family Approach Consent:

Coroner Consent:

Care-plan:
- Identification of Family Dynamics,
- Effective Requestor Plan,
- Assessment of other end-of-life needs

Care-plan:
- Coordinating roles and logistics
- Reviewing the OR process with the family

Physician medically manages pt

HUDDLE to CARE-PLAN (Effective Requestor plan)

HUDDLE prior to OR

Transfer pt to OR

Withdrawal of Life-Support in OR

Cardiopulmonary Death occurs within organ viability time-limit

After 5 mins of non-perfusing rhythm: Death Pronouncement

DCD - Recovery

Care-plan:
- Coordinating roles and logistics
- Reviewing the OR process with the family